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PREFACE
I came to know Mr. Berardo Ettorre on the occasion of the presentation of my book “Santa Rosalia
di Palermo e San Berardo dei Marsi” in Lecce nei Marsi.
He was dressed like a “Zampognaro”1 and he gave me as a present a small picture with the
description of the etymology of my odd surname, I was astonished and amazed.
After some time had passed he sent me an envelope by post that contained these pages, suggesting
to me, who am from Pescina, to ponder over the words Cafone, Silone, Berardo … and paying
special attention to the suffix ‘-ONE’ which, as I have come to learn, means Lord, Man, from the
antique language of the Sumerians. This was the beginning that ‘attracted’ me towards writing the
book “Marsi”, reading these pages about Berardo, separated (as in a Dictionary) into names of
places, of persons, and common names, all present in our territories, with the extraordinary
etymology deriving from the most antique language documented on clay tablets (Sumerian Acadian) found in Mesopotamia, at Ebla, that make Eastern Marsica the Cradle of Western Culture.
And if Za-zza-ra in Sumerian means “he who sows”, following the advice of the Great Poet “perchè
fatti non foste a viver come bruti…” (“you were not created to live as beasts…”), we read these
words-in-stone with loving reverence lest the winds of Nothing come to cancel them.

Doctor Zazzara Franco

June 2012
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a player of bagpipes specific to the regions of Southern Italy, often a sheepherder as well.

PRESENTATION
A couple of years ago at the beginning of the summer I delivered to the newsstand a small pamphlet
entitled NOVITÀ. The word “segue” (=”to be continued”) that closed the brief treatise was a
promise and a debt. Not only because of the repeated request coming from an old friend, which he
asked me every time he came back to town, “so, when will it be continued?”, it seemed to me that
the ‘Novità’ had been greeted favourably. I once again entrust to the newsstand these other pages,
so as to pay off any promise done, certain that , at least that old “supporter”, would not be
dismayed. For the reader who comes upon this other publication for the first time I shall mention a
few things about that subject again.
Current instruction regarding European languages, from Greek to Latin to Anglo-Saxon and the
Indian ones, from Sanskrit on to local dialects, the “pracrites”, the primordial tongues, teaches us
that they all derive from the Indo-European language, the tongue of an invading nomad population,
the Arians, migrating at some time around the year 2450 B.C. from the Scot steppe-lands, extending
between the Caspian Sea and the Black Sea, and would have spread over the Anatolian peninsula
with a first invasion and, during a second one, to the North of India, pushing onwards until Punjab.
These pages are about the names of places, of people, and of things in our everyday speech known
in or already gone from the collective memory; they illustrate the origins and the meanings.
Civilization, just like Mankind after having left the savannahs of the Horn of Africa where he took
his first steps as a hominid, comes from the Middle East.
Writing was invented in the territories of the Fertile Crescent, being “the medicine of memory and
wisdom” (Mnemes te gar kai farmakon – Plato: Fedro 274 e)

The Acadian language was a vehicle to spread the Sumerian-Acadian civilization from
Mesopotamia which, with the expansion of the reign of Sargon (2340 – 2284) onwards to the shores
of the Mediterranean, got to the countries bordering the entire basin; pushed on to the Atlantic
Ocean and, along the roads of amber trade, came up to the shores of the Baltic Sea, which had an
abundance of the precious resin in its sediments. Acadian, the antique tongue that has left us
copious written documents, became the means of written communications and the means of
international documents during diplomatic relations and thus it remained up until the 9th century
B.C. when it was substituted with Aramaic.
I shall go on from Momsen (T. Momsen “Sul Bronzo di Rapino” p. 11) where the glossographist
Festus writes about the Marsians in a treatise about the bordering Hernice: “Marsi lingua sua Saxa
Hernas vocant.= The Marsians call the rocks ‘Kerna’,” the Latin writer had noticed therefore that
the Marsians spoke a particular tongue/dialect. The millenarian isolation in the midst of
unsurmountable mountains, vanished with the onset of modern television and the widespread use of
methods of transportation, has contributed to the preservation of terms that, as the reader will be
able to verify, have deep roots in an extremely ancient tongue, of Semitic roots and substrate of all
the Western world’s languages, according to the esteemed scholar Giovanni Semerano.
To the question: “if thus it be, why then is not the same thing indicated with the same terms in
different tongues and dialects?”, one could reply with the genial intuition that came to Francisco
Sanchez, El Brocense, during the Renaissance: “The same things are designated by different
peoples with different sounds because each thing can be considered under different aspects”
(Minerva seu de causisi linguae latinae, 1587, book 1 – from Semerano).
For the ancients words were things, they coincided with that reality. To keep one’s word! The name
itself was intrinsic unto the person, it comprised the essence. “The name encloses with the being
and is the pure expression of that same being” (Wilhelm Schulze). The reader will come to realize,
going through these pages, how much the affirmation of that famous glottologist corresponds to the
truth.

I find myself obliged to underline that the words in Acadian brought out in Bold Letters are taken
from the monumental work of Giovanni Semerano “Le origini della Cultura Europea-Rivelazione
della lingustica storica2- (2 volumes, 4 tomes, pages LXIX – 955. Dizionari etimologici della
lingua greca, della lingua latina e di voci moderne;3 pages IC – 715. Leo s. Olschki Editor –
Florence),” with the warning that all the terms extracted are to be considered as taken only as is, by
way of their origins and their meanings. Let me demonstrate with an example: the name Antonio
(Anthony) meaning “raised up, distinct lord,” finds its origin in the Sumerian AN-TA = Over
(Sumerian AN-high-TA suffix) and the Sumerian EN “lord, man”.
These pages are set forth with a single, humble, intent: that of doing something original and
pleasing to a curious reader.

Berardo Ettorre
Lecce nei Marsi 31-july-2011
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“The origins of the European Culture – Revelations of Historic Linguistics”
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“Etymological Dictionary of the Greek and Latin Languages and Modern Words”

PREMESSA
These pages could be found interesting for those fellow citizens who know well the names of places, of persons and of things that
are brought to mind by them; but also to bring curiosity to the reader who just takes a break for a moment to give them a glance.
They are pages from notes and annotations gathered together diligently throughout the course of many years and in the most
various and sundry occasions possible. They are about the Mid-Eastern, Semitic origins of names and show a light on their
meanings, up until now ignored, for each single word, although without any pretense of not falling into error. They might become
good material for a book. It is dutiful to underline that, when no other source is cited, the words in Acadian that are referred have
been taken from the monumental work “Le Origini della Cultura Europea” by Giovanni Semeran – 2 volumes 4 tomes; pages
LXIX + 955. Dizionari etimologici della lingua greca, della lingua latina e di voci moderne, pages IC+715 – Leo S. Olschki Editor
– Florence.
Berardo Ettorre

NAMES OF PLACES
AQUELELLA
In the times of the Emperor Augustus, the inhabitants of Vicus Anninus, the Vecennes, took the
road of Colabritte to go to Marruvium, the capital city of Marsia and its municipality of which
they were a part (today’s S. Benedetto dei Marsi). Having supplied themselves with what they
needed, they then went onwards towards Rome. That road still exists today; as a shortcut to avoid
Gioia, it allows the traveler to quickly get to the national road. It was the road of “l’ spedale” (=the
[ho]spital). The underlying surroundings of plains-land that extends off to the left of the shortcut
makes up “l’Aquelella”.
In 1753 Gio. Battista Gargari, whose job was ‘quescetore’, declared to the tax collectors of the
Reign of Naples to be in possession of “a terrain of seven bushels in the territory called Aquelella,
but that this currently could be found submerged by the waters of the Lake of Fucino.4 (the correct
pronunciation is Fucìno, but today’s pronunciation (Fùcino) has prevailed.)
It was a characteristic of the lake to have a very unstable water level: now high waters, now low
waters with extended shallows. The names of other localities near to L’Aquelella like: Callùcche,
Necicchia, Resana, Colabritte, Leprana, Beneziane confirm, as will be affirmed under these
respective words, that the lake was their referral point. The declaration of Gio. Battista Gargari
documents the meaning of Aquelella ‘acqua alta = high water’; from the Acadian agù, egù ‘water’
and ellù’, ‘high’. L’Aquila, the name of the capital city, has the same meaning ‘up high to the
water’; from the river Aterno; while the meaning of Amiternum, the antique city, nearer to the
river, is ‘bog of Aterno’; from the Acadian ammu ‘bog, mire, marsh’.
On page seventy-eight of the municipal land register of that period the “ospedale of Gioia is named,
which borders on Capo a Corne. It is the small hill with that shortcut we mentioned. Also cited
are; the ‘ospedale’ of ‘Balmòra’, remembered today with a signpost, ‘Via dell’ospedale’ where
Bartolomeo Simonicca owned a terrain of six puggelli(=’fistfulls’): the ‘ospedale’ of ‘Prebèlle’,
above Saùche, and the ‘ospedale’ of ‘above the Jàvveta’. It is pure fantasy to narrate that because
of the earthquake of January 13, 1915 there was a field hospital set up by the Crown King’s army
at Balmòra, now where the mentioned signpost is. This is demonstrated by the fact that, halfway
4

Municipal terrain plan of Lecce p. 430

through the 18th century, exactly in 1753, date of the underwriting of it into the municipal terrain
plan on the part of the representatives of the citizens of Lecce, besides the two ‘spedale’, that of
Gioia and that of Balmòra, there should have been two other hospitals: the ‘spedale of ‘above
Jawweta’ or Pietre spose (wedded rocks) (p. 114 in the municipal plan) and the ‘spedale of
Prebèlle, halfway up the side of Mount Turkio (p. 73). A good four “ospedali” and each on
elevated places, and all before the French Revolution in 1789 and all in times when misery reigned;
when cures were done only with herbs suggested by some witch or strejjone (= medicineman/wizard – n. of tr.). It is true that the term ‘spedale’ indicates an elevated place. In spedale the
Acadian terms asù ‘elevation’, appu ‘top’, and alu ‘county, community, city’ can be noticed. The
meaning of ‘spedale is, therefore, ‘elevated county’. We again find the Acadian terminology alu in
the Latin vicales, in our vìquele, which reminds us of the now forgotten viquele de St. Pasquale, in
the nickname Bersale which refers, also, to a place, as will be seen further on.
The term ‘cositore’, ‘quescetore’, goes back to an Acadian word, ‘kusitu’, a word that indicates
the clothes of the Neo-Assirian Kings. (A.I. Oppenheim ‘The antique Mesopotamia picture of a
civilization p.94. Newton-Compton 1980). ‘kasitu, kusitu’ is ‘link, tie’. Quesetore faithfully
recalls the very ancient Acadian terminology ‘kusitu’ and literally means ‘he who makes links,
ligaments’, ‘taylor’. Cassiterite, tin mineral, ‘links’ with copper; to yield bronze. ‘Cacio, le casce’
(cheese), is milk ‘linked’ … with rennet. Here, too, the Acadian kusitu ‘tie, link’.
---

BÉLAFOCHE o ABBÉLAFOCHE
This name has disappeared by now, as so many others, from our collective memory. Only a few
woodsmen, among the eldest and with the most experience, will show you vaguely that “it can be
found above the Springs”. Again, in the municipal plans of 1753 (p. 552) Belafoche is cited, or
rather ‘Vado di Sétta’.
At Setta, precisely on the Winter Solstice, the sun hides from sight, like when they abbèlano (local
dialect), they ‘hide’ the coals under the ashes; ‘foche‘, at first glance, is the metaphor for the sun
which, flaming, disappears in the red glow of sunset. In Belafoche (Abbelafoche is more faithful to
the original, Acadian) can be noticed, to tell the truth, the Acadian terms; abullu, ‘door’, Acadian
appu ‘top’; Semitic, Hebrew af ‘top, point, nose’ and Acadian agù, egù ‘water’. The name
Abbelafoche captures, with the poetic language typical of primitive people as G.B. Vico reminds
us, the door, that is, the beginning of the flash floods that originate in the several valleys of the
Setta and all of which come together in the underlying Felippe valley.

CALLÙCHE
The area situated between the crossroads that connect Ortucchio with the State Road and the local
farm road that from Madonna del Pozzo goes towards Venere is Callùche. The memory of the
name is disappearing. The farmers of Sante Veneziane hold onto the memory, being near the
locality and because they still cultivate those terrains. In 1753 the lake had not yet been emptied and
dried, as we have seen at L’Aquelella, and some citizens of Lecce, among whom is a forebear of
the author of these writings, had cultivated terrain there. The water of the lake come up to these
sections of land. Kallum in Acadian means ‘heights, top’; -uche from Acadian ahù ‘water’. The
term Callùche informs us that the water, normally, came up to this country; and the name of the
neighbouring locality, Sante ghìereche (Santirotti, in the terrain plan) confirms this.

COLLABBATE
Along the road that conveys us from Tarote to Cantone, when it turns towards the right to go down
to ‘Colabritte’, a pleasant site, from which a wandering glance visualizes the spacious plains of
Fucino, takes on the name of ‘Collabbate.’ In the times of the lake, with its glass-like waters (“ten
emus Angitiae, vitrea te Fucinus unda, te liquidi flevere lacus” Virgil, Æneid VII, 759-7905 – “You
the woods of Angtzia, you the glassy waves soflty wept waters of Fucino” – direct translation of Italian)
the vision must have been quite enchanting. In a leveled terrain, fenced in all around by blocks of
stone, only a few centimeters under ground level, shards of Roman vases (and of Medieval ones)
quench the sight of a few curious or interested researchers. The remains and the forms of the shards
prove that the vases were of every size. The smaller ones let us imagine that they may have been
containers for medicinal herbs, spices, oils, filters, dear to famous Marsians, in the society of those
5

“Yet his untimely fate th' Angitian woods /In sighs remurmur'd to the Fucine floods “-Virgil translated by John
Dryden

days, because of their magic arts. It would be interesting to discover, some-day, that a significant
structure that had existed, in the pleasant place of Collabbate, was once a temple dedicated to
Valetudo, a goddess of the area, a goddess of health. In Acadian: ‘kallum’ is ‘top, heights, climax’
bitu ‘dwelling’, Semitic ba-it; ‘baita, hut’ mountain construction. (A.L. OPPENHEIM The Antique
Mesopotamia Picture of a Civilization. Newton Compton editors 1980. P. 94).

Collabbate, therefore, “house on top of the hill, house in the heights”. The hill was called
by this name well before the appearance of…abbots. And AulusVirgius Marso, having left the
legion where he had advanced in his career up to the point of accessing the palaces of the Emperors
Augustus and Tiberius as the one responsible for their personal security, being the Pretorian
Commander, on coming back to his vicales Anninis so as to enjoy a well-earned rest, once he had
arrived at the places of his childhood, after the turn on ‘Colabritte’ must have exclaimed: “finally,
here is kallu bait, at last we are home! And he might have made an offering at that temple with a
gift to the goddess of health that had protected him through so many battles. “There are no funds to
excavate at Alba Fucens, just imagine if we were to take into consideration the idea of research at
‘Coll’Abbate’ “ was the answer given by the Supervisor of Abruzzi at the sight of the shards, taken
there only to obtain a dating by experts. Of course our town did have its own history, it did!

CÙMBETE
“Kumbha Mela, the most massive pilgrimage in the world, gathers together millions of faithful
Hindu. At Allahabad, every twelve years, the event reaches its climax. ‘Before the creation of the
heavens and the earth existed only the Ocean, where Vishnu floated as in a trance. On his
awakening He created the cosmos in the form of chaos. To accelerate evolution, the gods (deva)
and the anti-gods (asura) decided to mix up the waters of the Ocean. From the depths (…)
treasures of incalculable value began to emerge: the gem kasturbha, the winged horse Ucchishrava,
the magical Moon, the celestial cart, the Lord of Elephants (…) Lakshmi goddess of beauty and of
health and in the end a precious vase containing the nectar of Immortality…” the festivity takes its
name precisely from this vase Kumbha.. the name of the Indian locality has been brought forth as
an example so as to confront it with our Cùmbete ‘convexity’ of the terrain, a huge ‘vase,’ that
cavity that, at the point where the road to Lecce Vecchio crosses the one that leads to
Sant’Andogne, is on the left-hand side. The Spanish comba ‘concavity’, the French combe (at
Haute Combe, in the Savoian area, the members of the ex-royal family are buried), our own

Cùmbete, the Indian Kumbha, find their origins in the Acadian kuppu, gubbu ‘convexity in the
terrain’. Cumbete and Mèla doce, are side by side areas. It is left to the reader any other
consideration about the identification of these names: the Indian Kumbha Mela and our own
Cùmbete-Mela doce.

FELIPPE (Valle)
Renowned are the floodwaters of Fossato and of Latavana, (yes, Leviathan, proper name of that
sea monster), so much so that when the waters become furious the people in this region exclaim,
literally, “mena la Tavana! mena le Fessate!” (the Tavana is being mean, the Fossato is being
mean – literally, ‘is thrashing’). The terminology ‘mena’ brings up the Greek ‘màino’: ‘I make
[some-one/-thing] go crazy, I make [it/them] furious’ and màinomai ‘I make furious’. The
Meaenads (the Furies), furiously, rip Penthius to pieces. (Euripides: ‘Bacchante’).
Some years ago, in the month of November (1989), there was a terrible storm; the Latavana and
the Fossato ‘became mean’; the shallow valleys filled with running waters. At Tarote a gravel road

was washed out. ‘Fraùne’ was submerged by the rubbish … the plains between “Kasìne” and the
“locks of Arezze” became a marsh, flooded by the waters of the Latvavana and the Fossato.
Nobody could go there to verify, under that flood, the terrifying full waters in the ‘Felippe’ Valley,
the valley seen facing out from the front of the church of St. Antonio and from the ruins of
‘Macchia’ and that goes on to open up at its mouth on ‘Fiume’, in the vicinity of the ‘puzze de
Forfera’.
The labials ‘P,B,F,’ are interchangeable. The ‘F’ of ‘Felippe’ is an antique ‘B’, as from B comes
the F of Fòrfera. ‘Bel’ in Acadian means ‘lord, sir’; Acadian ‘apsi’, Sumerian ‘abzu’6 is ‘the deep
water, the abyss of the sea.’ The excavation left by the current confirms the meaning of ‘lord/sir of
the deep waters’ the name ‘Felippe’; ‘Bel-apsì’ ‘lord of the abyss’.
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SAMUEL NOAH KRAMER: The Sumerians – Newton 1997 p. 190

FEMMENA MORTA
The turn-back on the Marsian state road, under Sprone, is the curve of Femmena morta (=dead
woman’s curve); no woman ever lost her life there. The name refers to the adjacent valley, the one
that leaves Sprone and goes on to open out at Fonte Vecchia at Gioia. Morta is from the Acadian
mu ‘water’ and from the Acadian ratu ‘current’. As for the meaning of water from the Semitic mu,
me, any North-African citizen living as a guest in our midst could be asked. Femmina is from the
Acadian ammu ‘bog, marsh, pond’. At one time the plains of Colabritte were made up of a pond,
looked on from the heights of Manafurne. The people of Gioia, those of a respectable age, when
interrogated on the possibility that there had ever been water over the plains of Kolabritte, have
replied; “oh, yes, in the wintertime – we used to go sliding on it” (“ce javame a fa’ ‘a
scevelarella!”) (see: Manafurne and Colabritte).

MACCHIA
It is one of the nine townships that made up the town until the earthquake of January 13, 1915.
Not far from the Church of the Madonna delle Grazie, it had been built along the hillside that goes
down along the ‘Felippe’ Valley. The literal meaning of the name Macchia is ‘at the mouth of the
water’ that is very near to the flood waters of Felippe Valley, from the Acadian ‘pu’ ‘opening,
mouth’, and the Acadian agù ‘water’. The meaning of mu (m<p) ‘mouth,’ ‘opening’, is still quite
evident in mmùcche, ‘water in mouth’, where –ucche is from the Acadian agù ‘water’. In Macchia
there is nothing that refers to bushes (similar to the Italian word ‘macchia´= bush-land), and in fact
there are none.
MATTAVARILE
Right in front of the Church of St. Antonio and of Macchia, high in the ‘Felippe’ Valley, there is a
cleared territory, good for cultivation, with the name of ‘Mattavarile’. In its times, not far back in
the past, times when cattle were numerous, the abundant residue from their rumination was
indicated with the terminology ‘meta’ (manure), which because of its colour recalls the earth, and

fertilizes it, and becomes one with it. ‘Matu’, in Acadian is ‘earth/land, country, region;’ the
Aramaic mata (territory, inhabited land, fatherland); ‘harru’ is ‘ditch/trench’; ‘ilù, ellù’ ‘height,
high’. ‘Matta-var-ile’: ‘territory, land: high at the trench, at the excavation,’ of the ‘Felippe’
Valley. Various hypotheses have been formulated about the origins and the meaning of the word
‘matta’ (joker in a deck of cards), the reigning card in the deck. Some have conjectured that it
derives from ‘matto’ (=’wild/crazy’ in Italian) because of the fact that it assumes different values
according to the rules or uses; or maybe from the Spanish verb ‘matàr’, ‘to kill’ because it is more
valuable than all the other cards. But if we keep in mind the fact that the game table is comparable
in every way to a tourney that takes place on a terrain or a challenge between competitors on a
field of battle (and what battles take place on a game table!), the real meaning becomes clear for
‘matta’ (the reigning card of the ‘field, game terrain’). There are evident reasons why the exact
meaning for ‘matta’ should be thus interpreted. But, speaking of games, we cannot be silent about
the ‘Zoza’.
The local way of saying “to draw the ‘zoza’ “ is a particular gesture that every card-player knows:
ve-e-e-ry slo-o-o-w-ly taking a look to see if the right card has been dealt and…if it has, to gather in
the betting pot. The term ‘zoza’ thus has to do with money, with the winnings. And here is why.
Antique coins, found at Palermo, have a writing on them, ZIZ, that indicates a division of monetary
value. Zuzu was the coin of half a siècle that weighed from 5 to 10 gr., more or less. If we keep in
mind that: 1 siècle = 4 drachma; 1 drachma = 1 / 8 of an ounce; 1 ounce = 1 / 12 lb. (sic); 1 lb. = 1 /
3 kg. (=333gr.), the zoza was a coin worth half a siècle weighing about 6,92 gr. But the pound had
various different values according to times and places and this is not the place to worry about that.
To draw the zoza means, in final analysis therefore, to let slide with the ……………
---- missing page ----

MERRECÉNTE (CAMPE DE MERRECÉNTE)
A hundred ‘morre’ (flocks) of sheep, when the town owned some thousand, each reunited in its
own fold, could fit into Campe de Merrecénte, for how spacious it was. This is the fable. A
hundred, stands for uncountable. But what are uncountable at Campe de Merrecénte are only the
stone masses, the mérge, that gave it the name; mérge cénte, where the –ge is assimilated in –ce in
the cénte and, to compensate, a doubling of the r that brings us to merre. Campe de Merrecénte,
therefore, ‘field (‘campo’) of uncountable stone masses.’ It is quite deploreable, but mayhap it could
not otherwise have happened, that during the several census counts after the war, in none of these
was held in consideration the pre-existing toponymastic system, much nearer to reality. At Tarote a
writing on an old dwelling, next to ‘Via Andrea de Litio’ street, still holds a written sign, now
faded, Largo Murgia. Tarote. Elevation of the town. Le Murge, a rocky mountainous elevation
that crosses the Puglia region for over a hundred kilometres. Mérge, from the Acadian muraku
‘fortified place’, as is the Murgia of Tarote, as is l’Merrone, as is the mmerza.

NAVECELLE
In the area of Parruccia (see), climbing up towards Turkio, after the end of the beech trees and
hornbeam vegetation, one can come across open glades in which, during the proper seasons, several
‘drumsticks’ (Lepiota procera) are growing. The way up towards the mount of Lecce, towards that
majestic tower that is so inviting every time it comes in sight is, on that side, easier climbing. You
won’t find any more obstacles, beneath your feet; the only choice to make is that of walking on the
dry grass of the Navicelle. Nawn, in Acadian ‘grass plains, steppes’. Nawù, Namù ‘place,
hollowed plain of grass, hollowed’ ellù: ‘high, heights’. Navelli, famous in Medieval times for
saffron cultivations, ‘high grass plains’. The plateau , bordered on two flanks by mountain chains is
a great valley, a large basin. The old adage ‘nomina sunt consequential rerum’ fits the term Navelli
perfectly.
RENARE
On observing the bed of the Latavana from upstream, the eye falls on the a cliff-side of a barren
mount. It looks like a landslide must have taken down to the valley, although not recently, every
bush and tree, and since the terrain is made of calcareous material, what is in sight doesn’t look like
much more than coarse sand. However it is not a viable hypothesis that there was a quarry of coarse
sand up there, when it was much easier to get it out of the bed of the stream. If you are curious
enough to push on until the foot of that mount, where, no doubt, a landslide had happened, you will
be surprised to notice that, in the hottest and driest summers, at the feet of that coarse sand a spring
source flows out to channel itself into the stream-bed; in Acadian ‘rehu’ is ‘to flow, to gush out’;
Greek ‘rèein’ ‘to flow’. ‘Naru’ is ‘river’. ‘the Nora’, tributary of the Aterno near Cepagatti; the
Nera (Lat. Nar), tributary of the Tiber. On the right side of the Sangro river, just a little way below
the refuge of the Diavolo, a spring of abundant waters is called Fount ‘Rita’, ‘stream’, fountain of
abundant water. Renare: ‘gush out from the river’; equaling the great Rheine.
Latavana flows in its bed which, in Medieval times, was very near Agne where, fixing a precise
date which we can derive from the bulla by Pope Clement III (secular name: Paolo Solari, Cardinal
Bishop of Palestrina), in 1188 there was the church of St. Martin in Agne, today’s Castelluccio.
Agne comes from ‘ain ‘river, stream, course of water’ (Lat. amnis). This is confirmed by: Aniene,
Inn. But Saint Martin in Agne in all probability must have been for everyone what the church of
Saint Lucy is, very near to the ‘river current’, being this the meaning of Martin, from the Acadian
ma, mu, me ‘water’, and ratu ‘current’.
SEGNÒRA
Along the path from Skarajazze that carries on to Gioia Vecchio and from here, by now having
become the state road number 83, at the Diavolo pass, and which in antique times connected the
Fucino area with the higher Samnium, at the peak of the rib of Wawweze de le Mònneke, there is
a spring, a point of restoration for wanderers and livestock. Once lizards would swim there! And in
this way there appeared, to the eyes of the children, on their pilgrimage to the sanctuary of St. John
at Bisegna, some tritons. It is the spring of the Sègnora (the lady). Had some noble lady gone to
that fountain to quench her thirst? In the word Signora (in Italian = lady) we can make out the
Acadian Sinnu (Semitic sen) as in the meaning of; ‘heights, peak of a cliff’ and harru: ‘ditch,

excavation’. In that name is the description of the exact placement of that fountain: at the peak of
the cliff that overlooks the excavation of Skarajazze and that of the great valley of Maqueràna.
SAÙCHE
Saùche is the site of the spring: that of Acua Santa, of St. Biagio, of Seriosa, of Acquafredda, (see
Acquafredda) in such a way that it is ‘the site of water’ for antonomasia. Sa-uche, Acadian. Sa,
Acadian demonstrative pronoun ‘that’, agù: ‘water’.

---

WᾺWWEZE ABBRESCIATE
This is the word with the most fascinating meaning in all this work, but it showed itself to me right
off with an astonishing transparency. It is from behind the hill of Tarote that the sun comes out,
from the days of the Summer Solstice to those of the Equinoxes. Pointing out on its crest, visible
from far off, enormous stone masses. These are the wàwweze’. There is one bigger that all the
others; but the name refers more to the locality than to this one.
The ancient Egyptians indicated the brightness of the sun with the term ‘Jahw’; a word certainly
known to Moses who, on Mount Sinai, received the tablets from ‘Jhaveh’. There were heights that,
in ancient times, were seats for sanctuaries. “The elements used to construct the sanctuary were: one
or more sacred rocks, (the betili: lit. ‘house of the god’ Acadian bet. ‘house’, ili ‘god’) in which it
was believed that the god was present, a small enclosure”. (S. Moscati: Antichi imperi d’Oriente Ed.
1978 p. 212). Waw-‘ one of the seventy-two hidden names of God. Was ‘brightness of the sun, the
sun itself’. And ‘abbresciate’? Disillusion took over the author of this work when, wishing to
satisfy his childhood curiosity, he went to control the burnt areas left by some fire lit by some
sheepherder or by a strike of lightning. He found no trace of nor were there any signs of fire. But
lo!, now, unrevealed, under the light of Waw ‘brightness of the sun’, the meaning of ‘abbresciate’.
In abbresciate clearly appear the Acadian sords, Semitic words, ‘abu’ ‘father’, isati ‘fire’. Ze, in
anaphoric position, is the usual Acadian determinative sa, ‘that’. Waw (the sun, its morning
brightness), the(that) father of fire. With ‘Abunah ti bismo- yickattas esmax- y tele mokax’ is the
beginning of the prayer Our Father in Aramaic.
The ‘Jaccera’. It is there, in a small open space on the hill. A circle of rocks that border the sacred
open space where the Vicales Anninis, and the wanderers who went to Alfedena and to Samnium,
stopped by to complete rites in honor of the Sun god. It is still there to confirm, after thousands of
years, the meaning of wawweze abbresciate. “…the mount of the temple of Jhwh will rise on the
top of mountains, it shall be above the hilltops. …Come, let us go up the Mount of Jhwh” (Isaiah 2.
1-5) the ‘jaccera’ from the Acadian ‘ajakku’, ‘jaku’ temple, high house, sanctuary where the
divinity abides’. The jacce ‘the house, the refuge, the temple of the shepherd and his animals’.
WAWWEZE DE LE MONNEKE
After concretely realizing Jahw, brightness of the sun, father of fire; the word wàwweze has gone
on to designate every great block of rock. And so on the mountainside of the right bank of the
Latavana, near the Renare, right in front of the Frahana, from sunrise to sunset the Wàwweze del
le Mònneke stand out; literally ‘the stone mass of the fountain of the mountainside’, from the
Acadian mu ‘water’ (the water from the spring of the Segnòra) and the Acadian nagu: side, zone.
As a bank, and what a bank, on the left of the Latavana, you can see from afar Wàwweze ruṥ še
(pronounced rüshshe). In itself it is a rocky mountain and so inaccessible that, when hunting was
not so widespread, word has it that eagles nested there. All the mountainous area is calcareous and
has iron mineral. Until the 1930’s……
---- missing page ----

---- missing page ---reddish color of the rock; ruṥ še in Acadian rašu: ‘elevation, crest, upper part’. Rising up, over
Wàwweze ruṥ še, the peak of Colle de Peppa; peppa; da appu: ‘peak, point’. And on this peak,
inaccessible from that side, even today, you can find a few pieces of a Marsian oppidum. Some have
gone there treasure hunting. But the real treasure is that which neither by rust nor by weevils can be
eroded, like the fascination those who go up to that mountaintop feel when rediscovering their own
Marsian warrior origins.

NAMES OF PERSONS
(NICKNAMES)
ARRANCᾺTE
This brings to mind someone who proceeds with fatigue, ‘arranca’, rantling; but nothing could be
less true. The name, always used in the expression indicating belonging, original home ‘quije
(‘quelli’ in Italian) dell’ Arrancàte. They lived, their house is still inhabitable, just at the beginning
of the bank of the Latavana stream. The suffix –ate, indicates belonging, as in so many frequent
names in the place-names of Northern Italy: Albairate, Linate, Vimercate. In Acadian harru is
‘ditch’(just think about the Arrone, a river that runs in the plains of Maccarese with its mouth at
Fregane (sic – should be ‘Fregene’ – n. of tr.). Arrancàte: those who live near the stream,
belonging to the stream, seen as ‘ditch’).
ARTEJJÉRE
In this case, too, the name is pronounced in the expression “quije dell’Artejjere”. Brothers, twins.
Both hunters. The last persons identified with this name. However it has nothing to do with
artillery. The dwelling is found on the bank of the Tarote, next to a guiltily uncared-for Largo
Murgia, remembered here above, exactly in front of the building where the Municipal center
resides and on the, recently disappeared, via Talàmo, which has left room for the piazza.
Artejjere: arittu is Acadian: ‘steep descent, drop’ and jarru marsh. Talàmo, ‘bog on the hill’.
Tellum: ‘hillì; ammu, bog. The recently finished excavation, to lay down the foundations for that
building at the end of the square, has brought to light a dark earth, without gravel, which was the
lime of the waterlands. Would it be scandalous if the square, the piazza, were to preserve that bimillenary name that until just a short time ago qualified it for what it was?!
Beside the dwelling of the Artejjere was that of Jeravina ‘lady (who dwells near) the marsh, the
bog. The last woman who had dwelled near ‘quije dell’Artejjere’ came from, of all things, the
township farthest away from Tarote, Balmora: confirming that Jeravina is an extremely antique
term to indicate the marsh, the bog, the pond: jarru. (see Pajjare de Viddie). The jeravina, the
pick, is also Acadian from harru, ditch, jarru, ‘bog’. Jeravina: (tool to dig) ditches.

AZZONE
The black carpenter bee catches our attention with its blackness and chubby size and for its buzz,
this latter being the same continuous tone that the cane, the bordone, of the Abruzzese bagpipes
emits, and thus the name ‘lu ‘zzone .‘ Its black color is what gives the name to the insect. Azzone is
derived from the Acadian atunu, utunu (a<t) and means ‘furnace’, with all its smoke and black
soot.
It is interesting to know why it became a nickname. This has been narrated to the author of these
writings directly from the person involved.
Two youths presented themselves at the laboratory of a well-known blacksmith horseshoe-er of the
town, and one of them got stuck with the nickname. They began asking the blacksmith questions
and looking curiously through the tools in the laboratory, all covered with soot and wanting answers
to their ‘”why’s?”. Evidently, their curiosity was bothersome to the blacksmith who, with hands and
face already dirtied and blackened, shouted to them “Get out of here, dirty azzoni!”
In the language or the background of blacksmiths, obviously familiar with the word atun, furnace,
office/lab,, like the furnace laboratory of the god Vulcan in the depths of the volcano Etna. He
could have sent off the boys in another way and with other words. But he was a blacksmith; he was
in his blackened lab, in his atunu, and this suggested to him the word azzone.
BARONE, BARONA
The Marsians, as we have already recalled, were famous for their magical arts which they practiced
using filters and oils obtained from the various species of herbs of which their lands were, and are
still, rich. The term drives from the Sumerian-Acadian bàru, barùm, visionary, prophet, diviner. It
is a name by which more than one person has been called, a sign that many believed in the vocation
of ‘stopping’ all sorts of evils that afflict the human body. Medics were few and far between, and in
order to cure disturbances of various kinds, they had to appeal to those who knew about the arts of
remedies and who kept their secrets well. Because a cure prescribed had to be compensated. The
other Acadian meaning of barù is ‘to be hungry.’
BEGNASE
From the Acadian bene, binu, son and asù: to come out, to rise up. Thus: ‘the child who came out
first, the firstborn’. The second-born child, or the one who came after the first, was called berrone,
from the Acadian perù, parum ‘offspring, descendant’.
BERSALE
Considered a nickname, but in reality it indicates a locality that gave its name to that person. The by
now well-known pedestal, that has brought us to know who Aulus Virgius Marso was, had been
found near the lands of Bersale, on the edge of the Latavana stream, where some excavations, after
this discovery, have been done. Farther upstream, exactly at the entrance to the way towards St.
Lucia, once across the stream, the first land on the left is, also, the land of Bersale. Both these
pieces of land are positioned on a steep hillside in correspondence to an inlet, where the stream
water forms a still pond. The course of the stream has not changed at the beginning of the road for

St. Lucia and when the Latavana is being mean one can see that, there in that inlet, the waters form
a ‘marsh’, like they molded on the opposite edge, next to the excavations, when the course of the
waters took off in that direction. Bersale: from Acadian burtu ‘well, mirror of water’ and the
Acadian alu ‘village neighborhood,’.
CAJJANA (pronounced ‘kayyana’)
This does not indicate provenance from any particular place. To indicate someone from Celano, one
would say ‘Celanese’, from Avezzano ‘Avezzanese’, and so on with Pescinese, Ortucchiese, etc. to
indicate someone from Gagliano Aterno one should utilize the term, already verified on site, of
‘Gaglianese’. Cajjana is a legitimizing terminology, literally meaning conforming to rules, to rites,
regulated. More than one foreign woman, coming from the valley of the Aterno, has found her
husband, in the past, among the men of the ‘University’ of Lecce. The woman came to be identified
not by her given name but simply with the term Cajjana. Cajjana is a title, a public certification of
recognition and acceptance that the hosting community gave to that wife, come from afar. The
qualification of Cajjana, quaint and antique, goes back to when as yet there were no public
registrars to testify civil conditions like marriage and thus was the equivalent of a public certificate
that the union with a wife come from afar had taken place according to every rule, regularly, and
that the wife was a wife, nothing else, accepted by the community. Cajjana, testifying the
regularity of conforming, from Acadian kajanu, ‘conforming to the normal’, ‘regular, permanent’.
CALLARE
As with berrone in this case, also, the term refers to a younger brother, from the Acadian qallum
‘small’ and the Acadian ajaru ‘young’. This has nothing to do with the Italian name for a large
cauldron, the callàre.
CERCEVILLE
This is a derogatory expression. The pedestal of the monument found at Vecenne by Eugenio Zarini
and whose first transcription, thanks to him, was done by the author of these pages, is dedicated to
Aulus Virgius Marso. The Latin Aulus is the Acadian awilu, with the meaning of ‘man’ as in ‘vir’,
as in ‘ville’ of Cerceville. In Acadian kerka is ‘roll’. The Greek kerkos is ‘tail’, but not that of the
birds (Rocci). It is the ‘rolled/kinked tail’, like the dog’s tail, or a pig’s tail. Cerceville means
literally ‘man with a rolled tail’, thus monkey man.
MARCHIOFFE
“The light that of the white goddess emanated through the night was really unsustainable for
Marchioffe. He was unable to move around easily in order to accomplish his evil affairs. The moon
was watching him. So he decided to blind her; besides, her beauty bothered him. He chopped down
a bundle of thorns; he stuck them on the points of a hayfork; he climbed to the top of the hill. He
waited for the moon to rise so as to cover her face with the thorns, but…the goddess did not permit
him to. She punished him making him be caught up in his own thorns that he had placed over her
beautiful face.”- This is what an aunt narrates to her nephew. This is why, on clear nights of full
moon, in the lunar disk there is a transparent figure of a human face. He is Marchioffe, that shadow
man. He is still there condemned for his evilness. Among the Indians of North America this story
goes around. Markioffe: ‘the king of the sky, up in the heights’; Acadian Malku, ‘chief, king’ and

Acadian appu ‘top’, Milkom, god king of the Ammonites. Melkart, which means king of the city
at Tyros. (S. Moscati: ibid. p. 212); Hebrew melech. The writing in Aramaic on the cross of
Golgotha was: Jeshu Nazara Malkekem. At Cuzco, in Perù, there was the festival of the Malki, that
is ‘of the kings’. In the evening the Imperial mummies that had been on exposition in the plaza all
day were brought back to the Temple of the Sun (Renato Grilletto: Il mistero delle mummie (The
Mystery of the Mummies) p. 128 illustr.) The fact that the Indios of the Andes used the term of
Mesopotamian origins tells a lot about the origins of the language. What comes to mind is the
Tower of Babel; but when the builders still spoke with a single language. Markioffe ‘king, that is
up there on high.’
PAPPONE
Sumerian pap, Greek: pappos: grandfather. The person who heard himself called Pappone
certainly wasn’t displeased to have that nickname placed on him, because neither he nor those who
called him with that name knew its meaning. But at San Benedetto dei Marsi (Marruvium) this
term is still used and they use this nickname for their grandfathers in this way.
PARÈNTE
The attention of all children has always been attracted by those little stars that, when they are in
front of the hearth, are the freed sparks that fly up and out of the chimney. This phenomenon is
striking (and not only to children), but also the terminology: je parènte. What could family
members, ‘parents’, have to do with je parènte, the ‘sparks, flashes?’ first off let us dwell on the
Latin pario ‘I give birth’, that already recalls the bloodline link. The sparks, the flashes of fire are
from Sumerian par: brilliant: pararu: flaming. The word, the meaning of brilliant, flaming,
splendid, left behind unconsciously in the language of an isolated community for millennia,
referring to a person means: ‘brilliant, bubbly, flashy personality’, as a parènte.
SABBETTILLE
Preceded by the preposition ‘de (=of)’ to indicate belonging to, coming from. A particle indicating
nobility. In our case the name literally means ‘the one from the house up high’ meaning the last
house, the highest one up the hill, on the hill of Tarote, from Acadian; sa, demonstrative pronoun
‘that’, Acadian bitu ‘house’ and Acadian ellù ‘high’.
SCENNA
Ša, (pronounced ‘shah’), demonstrative ‘that (the),’ and enu ‘lord’ (Giovanni Pettinato: ‘EBLA’ p.
136. EN=lord) To link in relationship with zi one; where zi is the same determinative sa. Aramaic
zi. At Pescasseroli ze is commonly used, as a determinative article. Some particular characteristic of
the person; the way of walking, the way of dressing, the behavior have brought back a millenarian
tradition of the use of the name Šcenna, (‘the gentleman, the lord’), which, of course, has nothing
to do with a wing.
ZECÀLA
Literally, ‘the dusky lady, that woman with dark skin’. Ze determintative that, and the Acadian qalù
‘burnt’ thus ‘dark’. In Italian caligine (=soot). (English, dusky, dark). During the contest held in

the year two thousand on ‘researching antique words,’ to an elderly person, whom a contestant had
turned to for an answer, came in mind ‘calenire’, as in ‘to become dark in the evening’ referred to
the kaka-ta of the sun (in Italian, calare = to set, referring to the sun); of the same derivation: “
‘nge-kale-ni, ‘nge-kale-nite”: ‘to darken from sight’, the person whose sight is ‘darkened’. It would
be a good idea to have other contests like this. But what a difference between this one and the one
twenty years ago. The pickings of antique words, in the last contest, was quite meager.

COMMON WORDS
ALME SANTÉ (J’ALME SANTÉ)
Another word, to be exact, and expression, like wawweze abbresciate, enthralling. Discovering its
meaning is fascinating.
Only a short time ago it was custom, during the month dedicated to the deceased, to leave the
remains from supper on the table in the evening. During the night the alme sante (=holy souls)
would come to the house to eat them. Then, if in the morning the leftovers were to be found still
intact, you were sure that the souls (anime) (!?)7 of those gone had blessed the home with their
presence, with pious souls. J’alme santé, referring to the souls of the deceased, but with a closer,
more human connotation. J’alme santé, includes ‘the concept of an external soul that manifests
itself in the semblance of the individual” (OPPENHEIM: L’antico Mesopotamia p. 179). Acadian:
Lamassu sedu , angel, protecting spirit.
In the Zoroastrian doctrine divine beings protect and guard the order of the Universe; they are the
amesa spenta. The name, with its relative concept, has arrived to and has been conserved among us
for millennia. We still find it in the expression, pronounced with pietas (= charitable pity), and ever
more rarely, ‘povre alme santé, lamassu sedu!’
ARRAZZÌ
Arraz-zi! Arraz-zi! Arraz-zi! Arraz-zi!, Arraz-zi! Arraz-zi! Arraz-zi! ….
We gathered together more, true, some fifty years ago, in the times of the first television
transmissions; but there was less well-being and the occasional quarrels mostly between neighbors,
were frequent. Not a day passed that there wasn’t a quarrel between neighboring women and
between children who disagreed with each other, maybe if only for some game. In those times you
could have seen a scene like this: one or both the quarrelling parties (never young or adult men,
because in this case things could end up in something serious) close their hands in a fist, hit them
one against the other and exclaim, with a scornful rhythmic singsong “Arra-zzi! Arra-zzi! Arrazzi!...’8 for an infinite number of times. Mr. Rocci at the word arà, aràs gives us the meaning of
‘malediction’; with the effect of ‘ruin, vengeance’. In Acadian arratu is ‘malediction, condemned
man’. Considering that z<t (one can confirm this among our Rumanian governesses how the ‘ ț ‘
with a dot under the vertical, is pronounced like z), the expression arra-zzì, accompanied by the
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Sic in the original

Similar to “nah-nah-na-na- nah!” with thumb on nose and fingers to the sky waving, in Angle-Saxon cultures.
Interesting to note: N=>R exchange takes the English locution to the same origins. (n. of translator)

gesture of beating fists against each other, literally means “Damned be you! Damned be you!
Damned be you! … “ (zi as in the Greek pronoun su, the Italian tu, English you).

CIACIAKKE
An absent gaze, barely conscious, slow in moving, general dizziness, in a word: bewildered. The
effects of a bad headache. And so someone who suffers from this seems like a ciaciakke
(pronounced cha-chàk-kay)
If you were to find yourself among the people of Mesopotamia, five thousand years ago, you would
have gone to the nearest exorcist who would have taught you the following formula: “to my body
you must not come near, you must not go before me, you must not follow me, where I am you must
not sit down, in my house you must not enter, under my roof you must not dwell, on my footsteps
you must not walk, where I go you must not, where I enter you must not” (S. Moscati “Antichi
imperi d’Oriente” p. 78). Having pronounced the formula, the demon of headaches kashakku
would not be able to take you over or would have left you. We use, unknowingly, words that have
survived for thousands of years, just like the headache that ‘now gets this one, now gets that one.”
ERMA
This is a hide-and-go-seek game. The word is of Acadian derivation from ermu, that which hides,
is covered.
JERENZALA
Another terminology that goes back to mythology. The word Jerenzàla hides the name and the
actions of a god, the chief of the gods, ‘le gronde’. Zeus, Jupiter, will have come to the mind of the
reader; Homeric Zeus, Zan, god of lightning and of rain, the gatherer of nimbus clouds
nefelegherèta (Iliad, I, 560). Just try to hide from the pouring rain under the eaves! There is a river
of water from the rain that you see coming down which covers your sight; it is Zana in person,
come down in our language as Zala (l < n); we have already encountered ren-, talking about
Renare; Greek rei, ‘to flow’, Acadian rehu ‘flowing’; and jaum is a Semitic word, ‘day, storm’;
thus the literal meaning of jerenzala is, in this order: storm (jaum) sends down (rehu flows)Zala
(Zana, Zena, Zeus) Ja, divine element (Giovanni Pettinato, Ebla p. 334 and following) we find
again in Jàvveta, in Jerettone, and in Joia (yes, Gioja – pronounced ‘gio-ya’), written this way in
a crumpled seventh century document, with the meaning of day (‘giorno’ in Italian), in Gioja
(Vecchio – the old town), there where the sun rises, and of storm in jerettone and jàwweta, there
where the water flows.
LÙPPETA
“I heard a scratchy sound betwixt the rubble and the lungs – the derelict mongrel wandering – over
the ditches, and hungrily howling;- and escaping from the skull, there where from the moon fled,the hoopoe, and flitting over the crosses- scattered across the funereal countryside. – and the fiend
accuse with lamenting –sobs the rays that are the feet of stars- about forgotten burials.” (Ugo
Foscolo: “Dei Sepolcri”: v.78 and following). Upupa epops; the hoopoe, the lùppeta. It is a

beautiful bird, elegant: a long, thin beak: a crest on its head; the colors on its wings go from white to
yellow, to isabella. It makes its nest in the cavùte (cavity) of trees and in holes (buche in Italian) in
ruins. As with all birds it keeps its chicks clean; but the depths of the tree cavities where it nests
maintains some odour, and from this it has a particular reputation: yet it is still an elegant, showy
bird, so much so that, metaphorically, a woman who took particular care of her personal being
(when women worked more than men and had little time and fewer means to dedicate themselves to
their own personal care) was called lùppeta. The term often had an added adjective, bella. Lùppeta
bella, or lùppeta di notte. It is that colour (di notte = night) that brings on the discovery of the
real meaning of lùppeta: from Acadian lubbu, libininous: t and s are exchanged for each other; ta
stands for sa, the determinative, that. Luppeta thus, literally, ‘that libidinous woman’. So, beware,
mothers, from here on, about saying to your daughters: “si na lùppeta! (= you’re a hoopoe).
SCARPERÌ
In that moment when one is about to close one’s eyes never to open them again, when the shadows
of Erebus advance, the persons present give the news about what is happening with the phrase “sta
a scarperì.” Erebus, the shadow kingdom. Acadian: erebu. ‘sunset’TOPATÒPA
Another hide-and-seek game, like erma, with the difference that in erma when the person who
seeks those who are hiding looks for single individuals, in tòpatòpa, teams participate: one group
hides all in the same hiding place; the members of the other group seek them out. Tappùtum.
Tapùtu, in Acadian means community, society and evidently explains the development of the game.
Tappù is ‘companion’.
The word tabù or tapù, DONNINI writes in ‘Breve storia delle religioni,’ p. 49, “is a word with
Polynesian origins that the explorer James Cook heard used for the first time in 1771 by the natives
of the Isles of Tonga and that it had an original meaning of ‘separated,’ kept apart, and thus
prohibited. It is tabù, in the primitive community, anything different, something other than the
normal world.” The proverbial rivers of ink have flowed from sociologists, psychologists,
anthropologists to explain why an action, a behavior is ‘tapù’. Tappù is ‘companion’, to whom you
cannot do harm without damaging yourself, or your community.
WARZEVACCHIE
There were several adepts in the temples of a god, among whom the servant, the adept who kept the
temple in order, the slave that was called with the name wardu.9 Wardu su ekalli was, literally, the
slave, the servant (wardu), that one (su), of the temple (ekallu). Warzewàcchie: literally: the
servant (adept to provisioning) of water; agù: water- Ward(u)s(u)(w)agù. He is around 15-18
years of age; able to do work of a certain level at the jacce.
The bescine, on the other hand, is very young. His task is to ‘touch’ the sheep in the fold and to
discipline the entering and the ‘vade’ (=going) for milking. In this term we can see a clear pu, pe
which means mouth, which indicates the young age of the boy who is not permitted to do heavy
9

Note of translator: see “warden” in English.

work. The age when one needs the protection of one’s family. But pu, pe (>be-scine), mouth,
opening refers to the opening of the ‘vad,e’ (fold), where the poor bescine must send the sheep, “be
there rain and be there wind.” …

“The vulgar dialects must be the most serious
witnesses of those antique customs of
peoples, which they celebrated in the times of
the formation of languages”

“I parlari volgari debbono essere i testimoni
più gravi degli antichi costumi dei popoli, che
si celebrarono nel tempo ch’essi si formarono
le lingue!”

(G.B. Vico ‘Scienza Nuova’ Degnità XVII)

(G.B. Vico ‘Scienza Nuova’ Degnità XVII)

Words, like the stars, continue spreading light
even when the bodies that produced them no
longer exist.

Le parole, come le stelle, continuano a
irradiare luce anche quando i corpi che le
produssero non esistono più

(Giovanni Semerano: Le origini della cultura
europea = “The Origins of European
Culture”)

(Giovanni Semerano: Le origini della cultura
europea)

PLACE NAMES
ACQUAFREDDA
On the Western side of Mount Turkie, not far from the peak, a small spring gushes out. The water
is fresh (in Italian, the name means ‘Coldwater’- note of tr.), but not more or less than the other
fountainheads at lower levels: the Prata one, in the 1700’s was called the spring of Foffle, of the
Jerettone, and of the Pezarelle, Saùche, the Seriosa, the Peverèlla, fed by the same basin found
inside the bowels of the mountain.
The spring of Acquafredda takes on its name from its geographical position. It surges from near
the ‘top’ of the mountain; ‘top, peak’ which in Acadian is iddu. The top of Turkio, with its 1898 m.
(40,200 feet) holds its own when confronted with Mount Ida, in Asia Minor (m. 1774 = 37,573
feet), theatre of the mythological judgment of Paris, and with Mount Ida on Crete (2456 m. =
52,018 feet), where Rhea hid her baby Jupiter amongst the Corybantes, to save him from the jaws
of his father Cronos. “Quome tonas, Leucesie, pra ted tremonti” “At the sound of thunder, oh
Leucesius,, before you they tremble’; is the chant intoned in honor of Jupiter, by the Salians, Mars’
priests. Acquafredda, ‘water befor the top’. In fredda, a compost word, we find the well-known
exchange between the labial f < p; cit. Lat. prae ‘before, in front ofI’ and iddu ‘peak, top, point’.
ARA DE BETTAFOCHE
The way that from Tarote, along the coast, extends towards the Cantone, offers a satisfying vision.
The panorama embraces the whole plain of Fucino. Spectacular, even now enchanting, it must have
been so even more in the times of the lake, so much so that at only a few hundred meters from the
plaza of Tarote, the cliff that runs along the road to the Cantone, since Roman times, was chosen
to be a residential area. The remains of a wall in opus reticulatum visible up until only a few
decades ago, attested to this. To that place has been given, but with the transfer to other places of
the Tarontines, sadly it must be said ‘was given’, the name of Ara de Bettafoche, an expression
deriving from the Acadian terms: aradu ‘steep, sheer inclination, cliff’; betu, bitu, ‘house,

dwelling, cabin’; appu ‘top, point’; agù, ‘water’. Like the Hebrew af ‘point, nose’, in the af of
Bettafoche there has been the exchange of the labials f < p. The other expression, with which the
same place was named, was Orte de Machenèlla, which confirms the meaning brought out by the
preceding expression. Orte de Machenèlla from the Acadian arittu ‘descent, perpendicular,
straight up, orto-(first element of compost nouns)’; maqùm ‘construction’ and the Acadian; ellù
‘high up, heights’. Ara de Bettafoche ‘cliff of the house high up to the water’ (from the lake); Orte
de Machenèlla ‘descent of the construction which is high up’.

ARTUCCHIA
To the eye of an observer, that little isle Ortigia, Orthygia, Ortucchio, Artucchia, appeared like a
ridge rising up over the lake. Also calle Issa, ‘small island’ from the Acadian ‘i- island’ and the
Acadian isu, esu ‘small’ (see the nickname Giainése, in referral to the last born), as Dionysus from
Halicarnassus informs us10. The name Ortucchio (Artucchia remains more true to the original) is
from the Acadian arittu ‘straight up, perpendicular’ and the Acadian agù, egù, ‘water’.
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BARRECAMINA
Since the 30’s in the previous century, every morning, on foot, a corporal was at the head of
squadrons of women, and he ordered them to sing songs and chants (also on the return road, to ward
off fatigue), like slaves in chains, who went out to work on the lands of the Prince, to the
Barrecamina. In Latin the ‘porcae’ are those “rari sulci qui ducuntur, acquae derivandae gratia,
dicti quod porcent, id est prohibent acquam frumentis nocere” (Festus. 244,6 – from Semerano).
The porche (pronounced – por-kay), those ridges of earth between one furrow and another, where
the water was channeled to avoid it from spreading out and damaging the sewn field, is from the
Acadian parakum ‘to block’, perku ‘border’. Barrecamina contains of the Acadian terms; perku
‘barrier’, ammu ‘marsh, quagmire’, one of the many ponds of the Fucino Lake, and the Acadian
inu (see quetìne) ‘lake, marsh, quagmire’. It is a matter of discussion in the western world whether
Islamic women should be permitted, those who have taken the place of our women in those heavy
labors right in Barrecamina, to wear the burqa, the clothing imposed on their women and which
blocks the face, and covers the whole figure. A good ear will not miss the identical sound of
bàrreca- and burqa.

CARDÌTE (pronounced – kar-dee’-tay)
The road of Vallone was the quickest to be able to go down to the plain and get to other towns in
order to seek out relations and exchanges; but the Cardìte one was the easiest to travel on, so much
so that it also came to be called the plain of Cardìte. In the 1700’s that section preserved intact the
Latin term sémita (page 84 of the municipal terrain plan, to cite only one case) to indicate literally
‘path, track, walkway, shortcut, side road’; sémmeta from the Acadian simtu ‘ sign of
recognition’. Cardìte from the Acadian karu ‘earth, riverbank’, kerru ‘road’ and Acadian itu
‘border, limit’. Cardìte, at the limit of the crest of Vallone, on one side, and of the woods of the
Carpenèta and of the plains of Lice (pronounced – lee’-chay) on the other.

CÀRPENE
This name is associated with Mèla doce and expresses the characteristics of the same locality: the
right bank, steep in the Felippe Valley, about which has been written in the first publication.
Càrpene from Acacian karu ‘riverbank’, Acadian appu ‘top, peak, heights’, and Acadian enu
‘river, stream’, with referral to the floodwaters of the Felippe Valley, when it “accòjje” (=gathers
all). A few apple trees try to grow on those heights, near the gate that leads to the Celluccia. But its
name does not refer to the apples (mele in Italian). Méla doce confirms the meaning of Càrpene;
mèla from the Acadian melu ‘heights’, doce from Acadian egu, agù ‘water’, term which can be
made out in Celluccia, higher up than Carpene, from the Acadian ellù, elìu ‘high up’ and uccia
from Acadian egù ‘water’.

CHESÙRE (pronounced – kā-sū’-rā)
The ridge of the Sèrre, right in front of Turkio, bordering the Villavallelonga territory, degrades to
a plain good for agriculture. Those fields made up ‘bordering lands’, Acadian kisurru, because of
the sowing of grain. Beyond is the Sèrre of Villa. Kisurra was a city of Sumer towards the
northwest of Ur, at the border of the city’s territories (Samuel Noah Kramer ‘I sumeri’ – Newton
Compton – p. 16). In Anatolia and to the east of Izmir, there is Kisura (MacQueen ‘Gli Ittiti’).
However, exactly the day of the Winter Solstice, the first inhabitants of the Marsian oppidum who
had erected, towards the 5th – 4th century b.C., the first settlement of Lecce Vecchio, at Ferchétta
della Villa’, would see the sun go down. Tapping into their linguistic patrimonies, which were
carried along in the migrations of the sacred spring-times, the young Marsians who had to leave
their original community in order to form a new one, called that territory Chesure; in Acadian kasù
‘to cover’ and Acadian uru ‘light’; literally ‘covering of the light, sunset’. The casa, ‘house’, the
‘covering’ par excellence.

